Host Mike says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<resume mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

FCO_Soree says:
::Checks console for WPS status::

Host CO_Weaver says:
::Sitting in the Captain's chair, thinking about what to transmit to the Gorn::

CEO_Jarek says:
*FCO* WPS grid should be operational soon

CNS_Ez_Dey says:
::waiting in the science labs to learn more about the nanoprobes::

OPS_Kenzia says:
::tries to trace the Gorn battle ships comm signal::

FCO_Soree says:
*CEO* Understood Commander.

FCO_Soree says:
::Turns to see if CO heard the CEO's comm::

Host CO_Weaver says:
::Nods to Soree::

MO_Brooks says:
::Sitting at the auxiliary station at the back of the bridge, her medkit resting in her lap::

Host CO_Weaver says:
OPS:  Do we have an ETA on the Gorn ship yet?

CEO_Jarek says:
*OPS* Keep an eye on the patch over the hull breach, make sure replicator power stays on line

OPS_Kenzia says:
CO: I've managed to trace the comm of the Gorn Battle Cruiser, they are 20 minutes away and closing at high warp sir.

OPS_Kenzia says:
*CEO* Acknowledged , Sir.

Host CO_Weaver says:
OPS:  Any kind of scan on their capabilities, yet?

CEO_Jarek says:
*OPS* Replicator power to that section at 65 % raise it if you need to

CEO_Jarek says:
*CO* Captain WPS back on line in 23 minutes sir

CNS_Ez_Dey says:
::looks for the CSO...:: Self : "He's not there".

Host CO_Weaver says:
*CEO*  Can we do any better than that?

OPS_Kenzia says:
CO: They are heavily armed, in the state the ship is in, odds are not in our favor.

FCO_Soree says:
::drums his nails on the console impatiently::

CEO_Jarek says:
*CO* I shall try sir

CNS_Ez_Dey says:
::Looks at the nanoprobe and  tries to understand what is the progress of the work::

Host CO_Weaver says:
*CEO*  Thank you, Mr. Jarek.  ::Decides to check on the science lab::  *Lab*  How are things going?

CNS_Ez_Dey says:
*CO* Seems I'm alone in there.  Should I proceed with the communications attempts ?

Host Mike says:
@<Gorn battlecruiser>  Comm Triton:  This is Admiral No'Tuk,  you will surrender the nanoprobes

CEO_Jarek says:
::Looks over towards the repair team and says:: you heard the Captain lets move

FCO_Soree says:
OPS: We ever get an ETA on the Aries?

Host CO_Weaver says:
*CNS*  Yes, please.  I'll check back in soon.. ::Stands::

OPS_Kenzia says:
FCO: No, no ETA for the Aries Sir.

CNS_Ez_Dey says:
Computer : gradually increase carbon monoxide in the containment thing where the slime is.

FCO_Soree says:
::Nods at the OPS and turns back to his console::

MO_Brooks says:
::Glances around the bridge, and over hears the counselor::  CO: I have a bit of experience in science; could I give the counselor a hand?

CNS_Ez_Dey says:
::looks at the computer's binary translation console for messages from the probes::

Host CO_Weaver says:
::Raises a breath, then stops short::  MO:  Yes, thank you.  ::Nods, then turns back to the viewer::  OPS:  Open a channel to the Battlecruiser.

OPS_Kenzia says:
::raise comm channel to the cruiser:: CO: Channel open.

CEO_Jarek says:
*CO* Sir I can cold start the reactors to speed things up ,It'll buy us 10 minutes

Host No'Tuk says:
ACTION:  the display flashes the word DEATH and the nanoprobes take a somber tone

CNS_Ez_Dey says:
Computer : give back normal Oxygen levels in the containment chamber.

CEO_Jarek says:
    *CO* That should coincide with the repair teams

Host CO_Weaver says:
COM: No'Tuk:  This is Captain Aaron Weaver of the Federation starship Triton.  Would you mind telling me why you want these nanoprobes?

MO_Brooks says:
::Nods, 'though he's already turn away, and strides off the bridge into the turbolift:: Turbolift: Science lab.

Host No'Tuk says:
@<Gorn battlecruiser>  Comm Triton:  Our goals are of no concern to you, Weaver, hand them over

CEO_Jarek says:
Engineering teams: I'm cold starting the warp reactors, quickly please on those repairs

Host CO_Weaver says:
COM: Gorn:  That is not possible.  We are investigating the nanoprobes.

CNS_Ez_Dey says:
::notices that the nanoprobes had earlier said something about the carbon monoxide::

FCO_Soree says:
::Gestures toward the slime they left in space:: Self: They could take that glob.

CEO_Jarek says:
*FCO* You should notice warp power levels rising, do not engage until I give the word. We are on a cold start

MO_Brooks says:
::Steps out of the turbolift and down the corridor into the science lab::

FCO_Soree says:
*CEO* Aye... waiting for your word.

Host No'Tuk says:
@<Gorn battlecruiser>  Comm Triton:  You are dealing with a deadly product and it will cease to exist

CEO_Jarek says:
:: Taps numerous buttons on his Main console,30 %,42 %,54%

CEO_Jarek says:
*OPS* What is your Warp power level readings?

CEO_Jarek says:
*OPS* Quickly

Host No'Tuk says:
@<Gorn battlecruiser>  Comm Triton: If you continue to protect it, you shall be destroyed along with it

Host CO_Weaver says:
COM: Gorn:  We believe it is a lifeform, not a product.  We will not turn the nanoprobes over to you, particularly if you intend to exterminate 
them.

Host CO_Weaver says:
COM: Gorn:  Why are you intent on destroying the nanoprobes?

FCO_Soree says:
::Reinstalls the course to Cestus::

Host No'Tuk says:
ACTION: communications with the Gorn ship have been cut-off

CNS_Ez_Dey says:
::tries to figure out what should I do next::

OPS_Kenzia says:
*CEO* I've got readings at 54 percent

MO_Brooks says:
::Immediately rests her eyes on the counselor, and walks over beside him, peeking at the display around him:: CNS: Hello counselor....How are we communicating with the nanoprobe lifeform?

FCO_Soree says:
*CEO* What will be our maximum warp?

Host No'Tuk says:
ACTION: the science vessels is heading back to Gorn Space

Host CO_Weaver says:
::Clenches his teeth::  OPS:  Did we lose them?

OPS_Kenzia says:
CO: They've cut off all communication.

CNS_Ez_Dey says:
MO : they're producing some variable pitch sounds.  The computer can interpret it although their linguistics are very simple.

CEO_Jarek says:
*OPS* When we reach 68 % I am going to initiate the warp coils.  You may notice a 10 to 12 % over load, please transfer that overload power to the IPS system

Host CO_Weaver says:
::Takes a few steps back and sits in his chair::  OPS:  Go to red alert.

MO_Brooks says:
CNS: Hmm.. ::Nods:: Have we tried writing simple messages back and having the computer convert it into the same sound pattern?

Host CO_Weaver says:
::Takes another look around the bridge::  OPS:  ..Do you think you can handle tactical?

OPS_Kenzia says:
CO: The Gorn science vessel has also set a new course to Gorn space ::nods:: Aye sir red alert ::taps a button as the red alert signal come on::

CNS_Ez_Dey says:
MO : The probes were earlier referring to carbon monoxide.  I tried to raise the level and they said "death".  So I took it back.  They may be saying that it is dangerous for them.  Or they may be giving us information that aren't really related to them.

CEO_Jarek says:
:: Sees warp power at 68%,Initiates warp coils

OPS_Kenzia says:
CO: Gorn Battlecruiser will now intercept us in ten minutes

FCO_Soree says:
::Preprograms some evasive maneuvers::

CNS_Ez_Dey says:
MO : We have some evidence that they may be understanding... we "asked" them to produce some specific frequency sounds and they seemed to adjust their pitch 
to match our requests.

MO_Brooks says:
::Thoughtful, trying to consider the carbon monoxide. Doubts such a succinct lifeform would waste communication on irrelevant comments::

OPS_Kenzia says:
::transfers overload power to the IPS::

CEO_Jarek says:
*FCO* Warp 2 available in 1 minute ,No more than warp 2 Mr.Soree, I'll work on it as we go

CEO_Jarek says:
*CO* Warp 2 available sir

FCO_Soree says:
*CEO* Aye sir... max warp 2.

MO_Brooks says:
CNS: Since they responded negatively to excess carbon monoxide, perhaps we should try enacting a continuous filter to remove all carbon monoxide from its 
atmosphere, and flood it with the oxygen it seems to feed on?

Host CO_Weaver says:
FCO:  Engage as soon as we have it.

CNS_Ez_Dey says:
MO : We can try.

CEO_Jarek says:
*OPS* Redirect overload power to shields and weapons

FCO_Soree says:
::Enters the data and discovers that at warp 2 it will only take 289.9 days to get to Cestus::

Host CO_Weaver says:
OPS:  Try to raise the Aries again...

FCO_Soree says:
CO: ::Nods:: Aye sir.

CNS_Ez_Dey says:
Computer : fill the containment chamber with pure oxygen and maintain the level around 90%.

OPS_Kenzia says:
*CEO*  Redirecting power load to shield and weapons systems.

CEO_Jarek says:
::Pushes more keys on his console ,opening M/AM valves

OPS_Kenzia says:
::tries to raise the Aries, bangs a fist on the console and tries again:: CO: Comm channels still jammed.

Host No'Tuk says:
ACTION:  the display shows the word Life and the sounds changed to melodic

CEO_Jarek says:
*FCO* warp 4 available Mr. Soree

CNS_Ez_Dey says:
MO : It's like they're reacting with a "if then else" procedure.

MO_Brooks says:
::Smiles a little, responding rather pleasantly herself to the sweet sound::

Host CO_Weaver says:
OPS:  Of course...  ::Leans forward, staring at the viewer::

Host CO_Weaver says:
FCO:  Go ahead.

FCO_Soree says:
::Drops the Triton 10 km from former position and sets warp:: Bridge: Engaging warp.

CNS_Ez_Dey says:
MO : They are not necessarily "thinking".

MO_Brooks says:
CNS: Has their growth rate changed any?

Host No'Tuk says:
ACTION:  The ship begins to shake

FCO_Soree says:
CO: Warp 4, heading toward Cestus.

CEO_Jarek says:
::Feels deck plates shudder a little and readjusts M/AM flow

CNS_Ez_Dey says:
Computer : monitor growth rate and population settings in the containment chamber.

MO_Brooks says:
CNS: Yes, quite possible.  We know nothing for certain, but should allow for the possibility of sentience...::Grabs the console as the deck trembles beneath her::

Host CO_Weaver says:
::Grips his armrest against the vibrations::  *CEO*  Was this to be expected?

CEO_Jarek says:
Self: Come on girl

FCO_Soree says:
::Adjusts the IDF::

CNS_Ez_Dey says:
::looks around since everything shakes::

CEO_Jarek says:
*CO* Aye sir I did a cold start up

FCO_Soree says:
CO: Trying to compensate.

Host No'Tuk says:
ACTION:  The ship shakes violently then steadies out smooth

CEO_Jarek says:
*CO* Adjustments being made sir

MO_Brooks says:
CNS: Have the nanoprobes been at all destructive to the ship or its systems since we've begun communications?  I apologize for so many questions, but I'm not up-
to-date on your attempts and progress.

Host CO_Weaver says:
*CEO*  Good work.  OPS:  Any new ETA on the Gorn vessel?

FCO_Soree says:
CO: 28.76 days to Cestus at current warp.

CEO_Jarek says:
*FCO* Good work Mr. Soree

OPS_Kenzia says:
::lets out an almost unnoticeable sigh of relief as the shaking stops:: CO ETA is.. long range sensors have just failed ::runs a diagnostic on the system::

FCO_Soree says:
::Nods at CEO's comment as digits fly over the helm console::

Host CO_Weaver says:
::Knits his brow and stands from his chair again::  OPS:  Completely failed?

CEO_Jarek says:
*CO* Warp 5 is all you are going to get for a time sir I have to let the warp coils realign on their own now sir

Host No'Tuk says:
<Computer>  CNS:  Analysis complete, no growth in containment

CNS_Ez_Dey says:
MO : They ate parts of our hull, then spread to another deck.  I think that they began the deck invasions by draining life support or something.  I'm not sure.

Host CO_Weaver says:
*CEO*  Understood.  That should do for now...but we've got another problem.  Operations reports a failure of long range sensors.

MO_Brooks says:
CNS: Is this all of the lifeform that's aboard the ship, or is some still feeding on the hull?

FCO_Soree says:
CO: Will try to ease up to warp 5.

CEO_Jarek says:
*CO* On my way sir

CEO_Jarek says:
:: Nods to his senior officer to take control of Engineering and heads for the Bridge

CNS_Ez_Dey says:
MO :There's still left on the 2 invaded decks.  I think OPS isolated them and turned off everything there.

FCO_Soree says:
::Sets velocity at warp 4.3::

MO_Brooks says:
::Gazes at the greenish slime, her arms folded thoughtfully::

FCO_Soree says:
::4.6::

Host CO_Weaver says:
::Nods to Soree again::  *CEO*  Very well.  Weaver out.  ::Taps his commbadge again::  *Lab*  Any progress?

Host CO_Weaver says:
::Starts to pace around a bit;  thinks better on his feet::

FCO_Soree says:
::4.75::

FCO_Soree says:
Self: If we can hit 5 then only 13.67 days to Cestus.

OPS_Kenzia says:
CO: We are being hailed

CNS_Ez_Dey says:
Computer : give a small electric shock to what is stored in the containment chamber.   Self: after all, every classic experiment in psychology has it's share of electrical 
shocks.

Host CO_Weaver says:
OPS:  Who is it?

MO_Brooks says:
CNS: Could we separate a portion of this slime for an experiment?  I'd like to introduce it into a contained environment that includes some of the hull for it to destroy, 
and see if it ceases destructive behavior when appeased with pure oxygen. If so, it could provide a more diplomatic way of saving our ship from the yet-loose nanoprobes.

CEO_Jarek says:
:: Enters the Bridge::

FCO_Soree says:
CO: Since its the Gorn that are chasing us is Cestus really where we want to be going?

MO_Brooks says:
CNS: Well, not some of the hull, but an object made of the same alloys.

CEO_Jarek says:
::Makes his way to Engineering 1 console and taps his codes::

CNS_Ez_Dey says:
MO : I do not think that the slime has a sense of emotionality.

OPS_Kenzia says:
CO: Its the Gorn sir, shall I put them on ?

Host CO_Weaver says:
FCO:  If the Federation did send relief to Cestus, I expect there will be Federation ships there.  It's probably the safest place for us right now, 
actually.

Host CO_Weaver says:
Kenzia:  Yes.  ::Nods::

FCO_Soree says:
CO: There is that outpost... K 7.

MO_Brooks says:
::Tilts her head:: CNS: Have you confirmed that scientifically?

Host No'Tuk says:
ACTION:  a large Gorn appears on the view screen dressed very elegantly

Host CO_Weaver says:
::Holds a hand up to Soree and turns to the viewer::

OPS_Kenzia says:
::peers up at the screen after she put the Gorn through::

Host No'Tuk says:
@<Gorn battlecruiser>  Comm Triton:  Bring your ship to full stop so this matter can be resolved without death Captain Weaver

CEO_Jarek says:
::Does a quick diagnostic on sensors::

CNS_Ez_Dey says:
MO : No, but we can assume that, given the fact that the organism was probably not designed to be emotive...  But we could replicate something for them to "eat".

FCO_Soree says:
Self: Of course K7 is 75 light years away.

Host CO_Weaver says:
COM: Gorn:  I appreciate your willingness to solve this diplomatically;  however, your previous intent was far from diplomatic.  If you could tell 
my why you want these nanoprobes, perhaps we could arrange something.

Host No'Tuk says:
@<Gorn battlecruiser>  Comm: Triton:  Arrangements will be made when you comply

CEO_Jarek says:
::Finds a problem on deck 3 power coupling for the long range sensors::

CNS_Ez_Dey says:
::Self : the electric discharge seems to bring no response ::

CEO_Jarek says:
::Locks out console and leaves the bridge for deck 3::

FCO_Soree says:
Self: Lets see... 75 light years, warp 5... heh 128 days.

Host CO_Weaver says:
::Thinks, "Stubborn lot..."::  COM: Gorn:  I'm afraid I'm under orders not to release these nanoprobes.

FCO_Soree says:
Self: And that's if the hull and the warp core hold up.

Host No'Tuk says:
@<Gorn battlecruiser>  Comm Triton:  I'm trying to be nice human, stop your vessel so we can speak face to face

OPS_Kenzia says:
::notices long range sensors are back online, scans for the Gorn ship::

Host CO_Weaver says:
COM: Gorn:  As I informed your science vessel, I am also under orders not to allow anyone aboard the Triton while the nanoprobes are under 
investigation.

MO_Brooks says:
CNS: Starfleet has seen its share of 'androids,' in the loose sense of the term, not designed for emotion, that eventually expanded their own programming to include 
self-preservation and self-sacrifice for others...and even what could have been interpreted as raw emotion. Commander Data of the Enterprise-D interacted with such creatures.

CEO_Jarek says:
::Arrives at the power coupling and notices the same corrosion that he found in Main Engineering::

CNS_Ez_Dey says:
Computer : replicate a small cube of the ship hull's alloy and transport it to the containment chamber.

MO_Brooks says:
CNS: If the sample of slime can be spared, I'd like to perform the experiment and observe the results in a second containment chamber.  ::Gently firm on the point::

CNS_Ez_Dey says:
MO : self-preservation and self-sacrifice exist in non-emotional species.

Host No'Tuk says:
@<Gorn battlecruiser>  Comm Triton:  I'm giving you a chance, take advantage

CNS_Ez_Dey says:
MO : Yes, we can divide them... I don't know how, but... do you have an idea?

CEO_Jarek says:
:: Grabs his tricorder and scans it and removes a sample::

OPS_Kenzia says:
CO: The Gorn ship is closing, they have weapons and shields down for the moment.

Host No'Tuk says:
ACTION:  the replicators produce a piece of metallic alloy

CEO_Jarek says:
::Walks over to the relay console and redirects through the secondaries::

CNS_Ez_Dey says:
::looks at the slime for their response.::

MO_Brooks says:
CNS: In this case, the Starfleet hearing ruled the creatures to be sentient. I'm not certain of every detail of the case.

FCO_Soree says:
::pushes the Triton up to warp 5::

Host No'Tuk says:
ACTION:  no response from the nanoprobes

Host CO_Weaver says:
::Pauses a long second, considering the Gorn on the viewer::  COM: Gorn:  We can speak just as well over normal comm channels.

CEO_Jarek says:
*OPS* Try those long range sensors

MO_Brooks says:
CNS: Hm... ::Steps to the controls and attempts to achieve a transporter lock on a portion of the nanoprobes and beam them to the second containment chamber::

Host No'Tuk says:
@<Gorn battlecruiser>  Comm Triton:  Bring your ship to full stop.....::looks over should to listen to another Gorn talking::  I've been authorized to explain everything

FCO_Soree says:
::Does some calculations::

CNS_Ez_Dey says:
::thinking::

Host CO_Weaver says:
::"Finally, some progress."::  COM: Gorn:  Even so, I can't guarantee that we will be able to turn the nanoprobes over to you.

MO_Brooks says:
::Breathes deeply as her attempts fail.  Tips her head a second:: Self: Well, that won't work.

Host No'Tuk says:
@<Gorn battlecruiser>  Comm Triton:  ::looks a little pestered::  Please stop Captain

FCO_Soree says:
OPS: LRS is good for 17 light years... Once sensors are up you should be able to see if the Aries is on the way.

CEO_Jarek says:
*OPS* Do you have long range sensors yet

MO_Brooks says:
Computer: Are the nano-probes which are still on the hull and uncontained still deteriorating the hull or hull integrity?

CNS_Ez_Dey says:
Computer : transmit a random sound to the containment chamber.

Host No'Tuk says:
<Computer>  MO:  Negative, all actions have ceased

OPS_Kenzia says:
*CEO* Yes sir, I have them.

Host CO_Weaver says:
::Nods::  COM: Gorn:  Very well.  FCO:  Mr. Soree, bring us to a stop.

MO_Brooks says:
Computer: Are there still lifesigns from those nano-probes?

FCO_Soree says:
::Sighs:: CO Aye sir... full stop... again.

Host No'Tuk says:
<Computer>  MO:  Negative

FCO_Soree says:
::Brings Triton to full stop::

Host CO_Weaver says:
COM: Gorn:  We await your arrival.  Weaver out.  ::Nods to OPS to cut the signal::

Host No'Tuk says:
ACTION:  the Gorn Battlecruiser stops beside the Triton

OPS_Kenzia says:
::closes comm channel to the Gorn::

FCO_Soree says:
CO: Maintain red alert?

MO_Brooks says:
::Blinks...With a rather flat voice:: Self/computer: They're dead?

CNS_Ez_Dey says:
MO: the slime was found in space.  it is possible that they get turned "on" and "off" whenever there are proper conditions.

Host No'Tuk says:
<Computer>  MO:  no life signs detected on decks 3 and 12

Host CO_Weaver says:
FCO:  No point really.  ::nods slowly::  OPS:  Kenzia, drops us back to Yellow Alert.

Host No'Tuk says:
ACTION:  the Gorn vessel hails the Triton

FCO_Soree says:
CO: Shields I hope?

OPS_Kenzia says:
::nods:: CO: Aye sir, we are at yellow alert status.

CEO_Jarek says:
:: Enters the Bridge and walks to Engineering 1 console::

Host CO_Weaver says:
FCO:  Yes...if they object, we explain that the hull weakness requires our shields be up.  ::shrugs::

OPS_Kenzia says:
CO: they are requesting a secure channel

FCO_Soree says:
::engages thruster to maintain relative position to Gorn vessel::

FCO_Soree says:
::Sighs in relief at CO's answer::

Host CO_Weaver says:
OPS:  Do they want to speak with me privately?

CEO_Jarek says:
CO: We have full power except for WPS, we can go to warp 7 maximum now sir

MO_Brooks says:
::Thinks::

CNS_Ez_Dey says:
MO : I thought they may be  attracted by electricity but my previous attempt to give them an electric shock did nothing.

OPS_Kenzia says:
CO: Yes, Sir.

CNS_Ez_Dey says:
MO : They did not respond to the random sound, so they're not just "responding" to anything... they may be "selecting" their response by some filter mechanism.

Host CO_Weaver says:
::Over his shoulder, starts to make for the Ready Room::  CEO:  Excellent.  You have the bridge, Jarek.  OPS:  Kenzia, put them through to the 
Ready Room...  ::Enters::

FCO_Soree says:
::Looks down at the holster beneath his console::

OPS_Kenzia says:
::routes Gorn comm to co ready room::

Host CO_Weaver says:
::Pokes his head back out through the doors::  CEO:  Just in case, any of their requests to come aboard are to be denied.  ::Blinks a few times, then disappears back inside::

CNS_Ez_Dey says:
computer : transmit the message "LIFE" to the nanoprobes.

MO_Brooks says:
Computer: Replicate two alloy blocks, each with dimensions 5 centimeters by 5 centimeters by 5 centimeters. The first one solid alloy, and the second hollow area 
inside of the dimensions 4 centimeters by 4 centimeters by 4 centimeters, with the hollow area filled with 100% pure oxygen.

Host No'Tuk says:
COMM: Weaver:  The Council has authorized me to relay classified information to you and you alone Captain

Host No'Tuk says:
ACTION:  the replicators produce two pieces of metallic alloy

FCO_Soree says:
::Turns from watching CO to look at CEO and then swings back around to face forward with arms crossed::

Host CO_Weaver says:
::Briskly walks back around the desk and sits at his chair.  Taps the button on the panel to bring up the message::  COM: No'Tuk:  About the 
nanoprobes?

Host No'Tuk says:
COMM: Weaver:  you have stumbled upon a weapon of our creation

MO_Brooks says:
::Takes the blocks from the replicator and sets them on a surface near the chamber at which she and the counselor are working.  Waits, while watching Counselor Dey 
and the computer monitor readings of the nanoprobe lifeform::

CEO_Jarek says:
::Takes the center seat::

Host CO_Weaver says:
COM: Gorn:  A weapon...  ::takes on a grave expression::  This holds serious implications.  Did you also incorporate the biological material 
into their structure?

CEO_Jarek says:
OPS: Status?

Host No'Tuk says:
@COMM: Weaver: correct, a pirate ship stole the technology and was apprehended by the Stingray

Host No'Tuk says:
@COMM: Weaver: you of course know of the Stingray's demise

OPS_Kenzia says:
CEO: We have full power except to the warp engines

CNS_Ez_Dey says:
MO : We should drop it or beam it in the containment chamber, but my previous try did not produce any response from them.

Host CO_Weaver says:
::Wonders why they were designed that way::  COM: No'Tuk:  The Stingray was the vessel which crashed onto Cestus III?

CEO_Jarek says:
OPS: Shields

FCO_Soree says:
CEO: That hull patch going to hold sir?

Host No'Tuk says:
@COMM: Weaver: they will explode if high quantities of CO are administered

CEO_Jarek says:
FCO: As long as we keep power to the replicator systems

Host CO_Weaver says:
::Shakes his head...he is obviously single-minded::  COM: Gorn:  I see.

Host No'Tuk says:
@COMM: Weaver: they are activated by oxygen

FCO_Soree says:
::Nods in understanding to the CEO::

MO_Brooks says:
CNS: True. I'm curious whether, when faced with two identical blocks, they will detect the oxygen and drill through the alloy in search for the oxygen.  ::Locks onto the blocks with transporters and prepares to beam the blocks into the containment chamber::

Host CO_Weaver says:
COM: Gorn:  We saw that, yes.

Host No'Tuk says:
@COMM: Weaver: Now you see our reason for wanting it back before more harm can be done

FCO_Soree says:
CEO: Shields are up and holding sir.

CEO_Jarek says:
FCO: I tried to pick an obscure power source for that .One not readily targeted

OPS_Kenzia says:
::nods confirming the FCOs response::

CNS_Ez_Dey says:
MO: Let's try it.

Host CO_Weaver says:
COM: Gorn:  I do, I do indeed.  The nanoprobes - some of them, at least - are showing a degree of sentience.  Do you know if any of them may actually be alive?

FCO_Soree says:
CEO: Makes sense to me.

OPS_Kenzia says:
CEO: Readings have revealed the Aries is still in orbit of Cestus

MO_Brooks says:
::Nods, and presses the final command, initiating transport of the blocks into the containment chamber::

Host No'Tuk says:
@COMM: Weaver:  Correct, the organic material is what requires the oxygen

FCO_Soree says:
::Frowns at OPS' statement:: Self: Great... would only take them about 1.33 days to get here if they pulled the lead out.

Host No'Tuk says:
ACTION:  the nano-probes attack the block with oxygen

Host CO_Weaver says:
::Astounded...did they design these things to act on their own?::  COM: No'Tuk:  ...So they are alive?

CEO_Jarek says:
FCO: As soon as the CO says we're ready .We'll make best speed to the Aries

Host No'Tuk says:
@COMM: Weaver: I can't explain further due to it being classified

FCO_Soree says:
CEO: Be better if they tried to meet us... faster.

CEO_Jarek says:
OPS: Has the CO ordered the Aries hailed?

Host CO_Weaver says:
COM: No'Tuk:  I see.  Has Starfleet Command been notified about this?

CNS_Ez_Dey says:
MO : They are driven by the o2, it seems, but I wonder if they would do more than just "being attracted by".

Host No'Tuk says:
@COMM: Weaver: Can we have our technology back?

OPS_Kenzia says:
CEO: Yes sir, shall I send them a hail and our current sitrep ?

Host CO_Weaver says:
COM: No'Tuk:  I'm afraid the considerations here are a bit greater than leaving it to me to make this decision.  I must speak with my superiors 
before taking any action.

Host No'Tuk says:
@COMM: Weaver: We have contacted your Starfleet Command, Adm Hanwright has approved  ::sends the confirmation::

MO_Brooks says:
::Just voicing it, in case it might help them make sense of it all:: CNS: So, they are indifferent to the alloy, desire oxygen, and despise carbon monoxide--for the last, I 
can't blame them.  They communicate with the simplest of linguistics through sound frequencies designated by signals in binary code. They might or might not be sentient...

Host CO_Weaver says:
COM: No'Tuk:  Very well.  I will check with the science lab and be back to you shortly.  Is that acceptable?

MO_Brooks says:
CNS: But we haven't confirmed either beyond reasonable doubt yet.

FCO_Soree says:
::Impatiently squirms in his chair::

Host No'Tuk says:
@COMM: Weaver: Lower your shields so we may transport the nano-probes

MO_Brooks says:
CNS: Anything I've missed?

Host No'Tuk says:
@COMM: Weaver: and take care of the mess we have made

CNS_Ez_Dey says:
MO : All is there.  And we did not prove that they are sentient.

MO_Brooks says:
CNS: That's what I said.  ::Smiles::

Host CO_Weaver says:
::Slides a PADD over to him and downloads the copy of the orders onto it::  COM: No'Tuk:  I must speak with those working in the science lab, 
first.  Once arrangements are made, you can have them back.

MO_Brooks says:
CNS: But neither did we prove them to be without sentience.

CNS_Ez_Dey says:
MO : Do you know of a test that could prove it?

CEO_Jarek says:
ALL: Lets stay sharp people

Host No'Tuk says:
@COMM: Weaver: time is of the essence Captain

Host CO_Weaver says:
COM: No'Tuk:  Two minutes.  That's all I need.

Host No'Tuk says:
@COMM: Weaver: Very well

MO_Brooks says:
CNS: Not off-hand. With a little time, I could find one.

CNS_Ez_Dey says:
computer : send a binary sequence to the nano-probes, demanding that they name themselves.

Host No'Tuk says:
<Computer> CNS:  please define parameters

Host CO_Weaver says:
COM: No'Tuk:  I'll speak with you again shortly.  Triton out...  ::Hits the button on his panel, pausing the transmission::

CNS_Ez_Dey says:
MO : that should tell us if they have a sense of identity... or an automated procedure.

CNS_Ez_Dey says:
computer : parameters?

MO_Brooks says:
CNS: So either way, still inconclusive.

Host CO_Weaver says:
::Looks the orders over...taps his commbadge::  *Science Lab*  I have orders here from Command...we're to turn these nanoprobes over to the 
Gorn.

CNS_Ez_Dey says:
MO : No.  If they don't answer, it will confirm that they don't have a proper identity.

MO_Brooks says:
CNS: Or their linguistics don't provide for an understanding of such an inquiry.

CNS_Ez_Dey says:
::feels stupid, as they are maybe just trying to talk to some mini-robots in organic jelly::

MO_Brooks says:
CNS: I just don't want to rule anything out until it's conclusively and definitely impossible.

CNS_Ez_Dey says:
computer : transmit the binary sequence : "name yourself".

Host CO_Weaver says:
*Science Lab*  If they're still in any kind of containment, prepare to release it when I give the signal.  Weaver out... ::Glances at the orders a 
moment more, then brings up the channel again::

Host CO_Weaver says:
*Bridge*  Drop the shields...we have orders to turn the nanoprobes over.

FCO_Soree says:
::Stands at the CO's statement, takes a deep breath to voice his objections... looks at the other bridge officers and slowly releases the air with a shake of the head::

CEO_Jarek says:
*CO* Aye sir

CEO_Jarek says:
FCO: Stay sharp

CNS_Ez_Dey says:
MO : can you handle the releasing procedure?

Host CO_Weaver says:
COM: Gorn:  As soon as our shields drop, you can transport them at your leisure.  Do you need coordinates?

CEO_Jarek says:
OPS: If they twitch blow them into the stars

FCO_Soree says:
::Sits back down with a snarl::

Host No'Tuk says:
@COMM: Triton: We are awaiting

OPS_Kenzia says:
::lowers shields and prepares to raise them ASAP::

Host CO_Weaver says:
::Nods.. Thinks, "Certainly no great conversationalist..."::

MO_Brooks says:
::Steps back from the containment chamber, the station, and the counselor with an expression of displeasure, though as well as possibly contained:: CNS: I'd prefer 
you did.   ::Shakes her head...Does not like this::

CEO_Jarek says:
FCO: Be ready to bring those shields back up quickly

FCO_Soree says:
::Looks at OPS and shrugs:: CEO: Aye...sir.

CNS_Ez_Dey says:
MO : Ok.   ::moves away::

Host No'Tuk says:
ACTION:  the Gorn vessel beams over all the nano-probes from deck 3, 12 and the Science Lab

CNS_Ez_Dey says:
Computer : release content of the containment chamber.

Host No'Tuk says:
@COMM: Triton: Thank you

CEO_Jarek says:
OPS: I want you to monitor our power levels ,Mainly to the replicators and weapons.  I'll take WPS and IPS

Host CO_Weaver says:
COM: No'Tuk:  If you have completed transport, we will be on our way...

Host No'Tuk says:
ACTION:  the Gorn vessel heads back to Gorn space

FCO_Soree says:
OPS: Transport completed?

FCO_Soree says:
Self: Guess so as the lizards are leaving. ::Raises shields::

Host CO_Weaver says:
*Bridge* Resume course.  Stand down to Condition Green...I'll be in here if needed.  ::Slouches in his chair and sighs::

OPS_Kenzia says:
::nods:: FCO: Yes they have beamed away all the nanoprobes.

CEO_Jarek says:
*CO* Aye sir course heading and speed resumed

Host No'Tuk says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<END MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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